Swing wireless earphones
SKU: TEJZSWING

Magnetic wireless earphones with rubber headband, controls with multi-function buttons,
ON/OFF function
WHY CHOOSE THEM?
The Swing wireless earphones from the Jazz range are a unique product for listening to your favourite music.
Let yourself be carried away by a sound like no other: thanks to these earphones you will be able to appreciate the details of a cult genre
of music.
TECHNOLOGICAL VIRTUOSITY
Jazz speaks to the future and is characterized by a unique combination of tradition and eclecticism. These Swing earphones put
technology at the service of emotion.
Using them is very simple: separate the magnetic earphones to enter "ON" mode. Thanks to wireless technology, this product
automatically connects to your smartphone through the pairing process.
The multipoint earphones also allow you to connect two devices simultaneously, ensuring great ease of use.
You can manage calls from both devices without disconnecting and reconnecting them repeatedly. Answer friends and colleagues with
ease thanks to the built-in microphone.
COMFORT NOTES
The pleasure of listening is one of the strengths of the Swing earphones. The ergonomic rubber headband guarantees maximum
comfort.
The ergonomic controls with multi-function keys have small dimensions: just as essential as Jazz.
GOOD VIBES
Deep bass and crystal-clear high notes: these wireless earphones allow you to enjoy all the facets of your favourite songs.
Jazz is improvisation, rhythm, surprise: Swing earphones accompany you on this intense musical journey.
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ALWAYS WITH YOU
Thanks to the magnets, you can store these earphones in a practical and simple way. As soon as the headphones are out of power, you
can recharge them via the included Micro USB cable.
THE IDEAL GIFT
The packaging of Jazz range products is characterized by a description of the genre from which they take their name.
The whole thing is complemented by a ticket that offers a special YouTube SBS playlist. An original gift idea to amaze all your friends
who love good music.
FEATURES:
Wireless V 4.1
Frequency range: 20Hz - 20KHz
Stereo
Multipoint
Built-in microphone
Multi-function button for managing calls and music
Time listening to music: 5 hours
Charging time: about 1 hour and 30 min.
Standby time: 200 hours
Range of operation: up to 10 m.
Micro USB charging cable included
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Swing wireless earphones
SKU: TEJZSWING

Details
EAN: 8018417244698
Included accessories: Charging cable
Buttons: Multifunction
Audio sound (mono/stereo): Stereo
Microphone: Integrated
Operative range: 10 m
Call time: 3 - 4 hours
Standby time: 200 hours
Battery capacity: 65 mAh
Listening to music: up to 5 hours
Technology: Wireless / Multipoint
Frequency range: 20Hz - 20 KHz
Recharging time: 1.5 hours

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 40 mm.
Weight Pack: 197 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 215 mm.
Width Inner: 970 mm.
Depth Inner: 253 mm.
Weight Inner: 1280 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 48
Height Master: 235 mm.
Width Master: 415 mm.
Depth Master: 525 mm.
Weight Master: 11200 g.
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